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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: H U D                     
Posted: June 27,1996  08:14:56 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: KEITH ANDERSON (EGWY13A) 
 
I agree!                                                     
                                                             
--KC                                                         
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: H U D                     
Posted: June 26,1996  23:22:42 
To: KEITH ANDERSON (EGWY13A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Ron Brown was a Wall Street stooge.  He was off looking for  
ways to send even more American money out of this country.   
Why wasn't he bringing those executives to Benton Harbor Mi. 
and East St. Louis Il. and Camden NJ. which needs those      
investments?                                                 
                                                             
It would be great for People to get off their butts and work 
as you say, but where are they to work when $billions leave  
this country every month to cheap labor third world          
countries, which is highly profitable for U.S. corporations, 
but sure doesn't help the chronically underemployed. Clinton 
and Dole are always talking about creating new high paying   
jobs, but the People you refer to don't need high paying     
jobs, they need jobs at their skill level, manual jobs like  
those that have been exported to the third world by the      
millions over the last 16 years.                             
                                                             
It does no good to insult these People as "lazy" when they   
don't have the capital and know-how to create their own      
businesses, especially when those with capital export it     
overseas at every opportunity.  This just makes the rich     
richer and the poor desperate.                               
                                                             
I agree  with you re the Cold War, but now we're dealing     
with China, which will be an even bigger headache next       
century than the Soviet ever was.  What good does it do to   
defeat the Soviet communists and then send $40,000,000,000+  
annually to the Chinese communists? We are actually sub-     
sidizing their military build up and the Republicans love it 
because they know we'll have to match it later in a new arms 
race, and the poor, of course, will STILL be left out.       
                                                             
"Free" trade is a weapon used against our own People.        
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: H U D                     
Posted: June 25,1996  21:57:50 
To: KEITH ANDERSON (EGWY13A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Whatever the cost of waste, fraud and inept leadership at    
HUD, its just a drop in the bucket compared to the waste,    
fraud and inept leadership of 12 years of Republican misrule 
                                                             
RR was elected in '80 promising not only to balance the      
budget, but to pay off the national debt as well!  So what   
happened after 12 years?  The debt skyrocketed from only     
$500 billion to $4 trillion and the rich got richer with the 
taxpayer and future generations of taxpayers footing the     
bill.                                                        
                                                             
If the poor didn't get any help in the eighties why would    
you think it would be any different in '97?                  
                                                             
The rich have gotten richer and the poor have gotten guns.   
Do you think Dole will follow the Clinton policy of trying   
to keep guns out of the projects, or will he bow to the NRA  
and let the Revolution roll?                                 
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